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COMPANY OVERVIEW



The previous generations of blockchain had led the way in creating a trust-free, independent

virtual economy. From the foundation of Satoshi’s peer-to-peer transaction model introduced

in Bitcoin, to the implementation of smart contracts and the exchange of assets in Ethereum,

blockchain technology has proven to be a next headway into how people, businesses and

industries across all spectrums interact in the everyday economy.

OHWE and blockchain platform stands as the first to bring radical change and solutions to the

blockchain while remaining faithful to the basics. It introduces true dispersion as well as a fast

and reliable Peer to Peer Transaction Validation system. This is achieved by using the Peer to

Peer Distributed Database Management System (DDMS) through the installed wallet software.

By eliminating data concentration on the central server, OHWE optimizes transaction processes

and verification speeds so that blocks can be handled effectively. It also cuts on CPU energy

consumption while maximizing security efforts to protect assets and value across the

blockchain. Through all of this, OHWE is the first to achieve a Multi Trading blockchain

platform that is scalable across all size of industries and can be developed to flexibly meet

corporate needs with complex data structures. OHWE is the future of blockchain development

and will help usher in a new age of cryptocurrency.

Abstract



The foundation of Blockchain is to validate transactions by connecting the addresses of each

user.

Our aim is to realize secure system operation through a true Peer To Peer (P2P) method, which

requires employing appropriate network technologies for distributed ledgers and maintaining

the stability of coin systems. To achieve this, we developed OHWE Token, a small-scale system

equipped with a transaction function in the wallet. The proposed system exchanges verification

of system users, and most importantly, employs a central system that verifies the key values

that are generated during transactions.

The system processes the exchange of currency between parties in Peer To Peer transactions,

and the keys generated in every exchange are distributed to trader A, trader B, and the central

system. Only the Write function is available for keys recorded in the central system, and these

keys are processed through a warm data recording method which does not allow update or

delete functions.

Even if users change some keys during their exchanges, transactions can be validated by

matching the keys recorded on the central system

Introduction

Utility and application of Blockchain
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1. Overview



Trends of the World Economy

Consumer-Shared Content Platform

Use of OHWE Coin on the OHWE Platform
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Blockchain
Solution

OHWECOIN is a cryptocurrency used in the OHWE ECO.

We use the OHWE platform ecosystem designed to allow more people to share benefits
from transactions occurring in all fields that cover individuals and businesses, commercial
and financial services, online services, legal services, contract services, distribution
services, etc., by using the OHWECOIN in real world, as well as cryptocurrency world,
realizing the intrinsic function of the blockchain.

As wide-ranging technologies can be applied, customers can use various services using
the real-life content-sharing OCE platform ecosystem.

Coin Features

1) The issuance limit is 3,300,000,000 coins, some of which are sold to OHWE platform
where the coins are used to ① expand the number of coin users, ② indentify the
users and customers, and ③ accumulate safe cash assets.

2) The Scrypt algorithm-based OHWE Coin is a cryptocurrency that enables quick
transaction based on ASIC resistance and block generation time up to 20 times
faster than conventional cryptocurrencies using the SHA-256 mining algorithm.

3) 85% of the coins will be mined in advance to minimize energy waste under existing
POW system, and the coin will be used positively in the OHWE platform ecosystem
for content utilization and compensation. Moreover, foundation will be established
to maintain stability in coin price fluctuations and promote the use of coin as stable
means of transaction.

4) For the 15% coin(495 million units), we introduced OHWE Coin’s self-engaging
mining method that combines the advantages of POW and POS based on new
distribution system to ensure fair distribution to people without need for special
equipment, instead of using the GPU, CPU and AISC, the POW distribution methods.

5) Coin mining is expected to end in 2120, which is about 100 years later. Long mining
period and mining reward are fixed at 20 OHWE Coins, minimizing coin price
volatility at the transaction on the OHWE platform ecosystem.

6) To maintain stable coin price, we increased the efficiency of transaction among
participants by eliminating the half-life that controls inflation and lowering the
transaction commission.

7) The difficulty was adjusted according to the average cycle of each block generating
every 3.5 days when the block is generated every 2.5 minutes. Low difficulty level
and fast block generation speed have reduced transaction delays in the OHWE
ecosystem.

8) The block size was increased to ensure undisrupted and seamless transaction of
participants, resolving the issue of high commission and delay when network is
heavily loaded over time.



Blockchain is basically configured to process the verification of transactions connected to the
addresses.
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To process transactions between users in real time, existing coins and exchanges resorts to
comparison in extracting the link of loaded blocks and gas used, resulting in a considerable delay
in processing of transaction between trading parties. The problem with this method is that
verification of concerned transactions is dependent upon centralization, and furthermore, this
method is found to have security vulnerability. The system has been changed in such a way that
the entities processing each transaction are distributed to each node and that the value verified
previously by those nodes is verified by central server. The validation algorithms of those nodes are
updated frequently to cope with users’ crack attack.

As the number of nodes processing the transactions increases due to the distribution of concerned
transaction, the transaction proof and processing speed increases. The blocks held between trading
partners should be checked only in their own wallets. The verification algorithm should be the up-
to-date algorithm updated in real time by the server.
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A) Even if a node break occurs, there are number of cases for the synchronization of Maintenance
linked to the nodes or for connection to other nodes, thus eliminating the instability of the peer-
to-peer type self-verification of wallet transaction. As the number of nodes increases, the speed of
transaction verification and processing of blocks is continuously increasing.

A
ⅹ
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2. Scalability of Ohwe Coin

1) Targeted Cryptocurrency

2) Blockchain Mash Network 
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3. Ohwe eco Information

1) Ohwe Blockchain and Data Storage

2) Platform and Ohwecoin 

3) Riskless Asset

4) Falsification Prevention/Proof of Origin

5) Creation of Cultural Art Content Ecosystem
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● 3.1.1 Service Layer

This layer collects all data related to manufacture, distribution and transaction which occur through the OHWE

platform and subsequently uses such data for various services. At the service layer, a variety of Dapps(Decentralized

Applications), which involve individuals or all companies participating in the OHWE ECO, are operated.

Wide ranges of related data related transactions, incidents, manufacture/country of origin, and product, etc., which are

generated from all connected processes, are stored as blockchain layer through component layer.

● 3.1.2 Component Layer

The service layer refers to all transaction media made accessible to the data via blockchain network by combining the

OHWE coins for all transactions where consumption occurs from the stages of manufacture and production and profit

margins are generated within the Ohwe Platform Ecosystem. All services on the OHWE platform are connected to the

blockchain network only through this service layer. The independent main net is formed and blockchain network is

built, the overload in the blockchain network can be prevented and the immediacy of transaction can be maintained

through expeditious distribution transaction, classification of transactions, storage and classification of key data, etc.

● 3.1.3 Blockchain Layer and Distributed Data Repository

The blockchain layer records the information, which pertains to all types of transactions occurring within the OHWE

ECO, in the blockchain layer and the distributed data repository. This information refers to the information or records

of events and transaction, etc., which are generated in whole periods where transaction of products occurs from the

stage of production. Information on manufacture/production, incidents, falsified or counterfeit products, distribution

process, accidents, etc., is important for consumers in purchasing products and plays a crucial role in the blockchain

layer. This kind of important information should be stored on blockchain layer to prevent risks of alteration,

falsification, hacking and errors caused by server failures.

The blockchain layer, where all data of Ohwe platform are stored, is the Scrypt based type. Moreover, Ohwe main net

will record and manage all those data on independent Ohwe Blockchain networks in the period ahead.

In addition, the recorded data will be analyzed and classified to ensure reduction of overload in blockchain layer and

improvement of efficiency by keeping the less frequently used data stored on distributed data layer separately based

on the distribution technology.

As the less frequently used data are stored separately on the distributed data layer and the data stored there(on the

distributed data layer) are encrypted for storage, the data can be accessed only by owners(trading parties) or those

involved in concerned transaction process or authorized individuals or companies.
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● 3.2.1 Blockchain

On the OHWE platform, the data are stored separately on blockchain or distributed data

repository across the block-chain network storing all underlying data. In the initial test and initial

utilization phase, the transaction data recorded in the Ohwe Eco will be stored and recorded in

the blockchain using the own blockchain network. As the Ohwe Eco’s data size is too large to

utilize any blockchain network by using the own blockchain network, therefore, we will extend the

network of OHWE blockchain.

In the main net phase where independent OHWE Blockchain network has been developed,

participants can be given assurance of increased profits through compensation and commissions

for miners who handle the substantiation and confirmation of data blocks related to records. It

will also enable quicker transactions even for large-capacity blocks, and will also improve block

creation cycle and transaction processing speed.

● 3.2.2 Distributed Data Repository

OHWE ECO data, which are not used frequently or have inefficiently large capacity, will be stored

separately on the distributed data repository. The distributed data repository is operated

separately to guard against any loss/damage or slowdown in transaction, which are caused by

error in central server, and other elements jeopardizing the blockchain. Moreover, we will improve

and incorporate the protocols, such as distributed file system(IPFS), for stable operation of

distributed data repository.
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● 3.3.1 Differentiation of Data Stored on Blockchain and Distributed Data Repository

OHWE platform records and stores all data related to all activities that occur within the OHWE
Ecosystem where consumption occurs from production stage. As these data are recorded on a
massive scale, data essential for management and less frequently used data should be managed
separately. Therefore, OHWE classifies information, such as key information and information
related to special situations and transactions, into different categories by section of production,
distribution, and consumption, and separates the storage(blockchain, distributed data repository)
of such disparate information, increasing the efficiency of blockchain network.

1. Coin 2. Manufacture /
Production

3. Distribution / 
Supply

4. Consumer 
(Purchaser)

Electronic Wallet 1

Electronic Wallet 2

Manufacturer/Producer

Manufacture/production 
Information;

Manufacturer/producer 
Information;

Country of origin 
information, etc. 

Distributor/ 
Supplier

Falsification/alteration 
of goods;

Distribution and 
supply information;
Product information, 

etc.

Consumer (Purchaser)

Manufacture/production 
and distribution/supply 
information related to 
purchased products

1. All records related to coin transactions between electronic wallets
2. Data on manufacture/production
3. Information on falsification/alteration and distribution/supply of products
4. Information related to manufacture/production & distribution/ supply of purchased 
products

Blockchain

Manufacture /
Production

Distribution / Supply Consumer (Purchaser) Products / Contents

Information of products 
manufactured/produced;

Information of 
manufacturer/producer;

Country of origin 
information, etc.

Summarized Data

Product 
falsification/alteration;
Distribution and supply 

information;
Product information

Summarized Data

Information on 
manufacture/production 
& distribution/supply of 

purchased products

Summarized Data

Identification information 
related to 

products/contents 

Summarized Data

Key information to be stored through OHWE platform is recorded and stored on blockchain, while other 
auxiliary information and less frequently used data are stored in the distributed data repository applying 
the IPFS, etc. .

Distributed Data Repository

Block

Distributed 
Data 

Repository
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● 3.3.2 Data Stored on Blockchain

Important data on transaction where consumption occurs from the stage of

production/manufacture within Ohwe Eco are recorded and stored on the main blockchain, along

with the information on transactions of Ohwe coin, electronic wallets, and owners, etc.

● 3.3.2.1 Key Data Related to Transactions on Blockchain

Important information is recorded on the blockchain, such as product information, identification

information of tangible/intangible products, manufacturers/producers, distributors/suppliers

(individuals or companies), authenticity of products, country of origin, transaction of products.

For all transactions where profit margins are generated from involvement in the Ohwe Eco,

separate product codes can be registered, so that consumers(owners) can verify concerned

information such as product identification information and distribution information. However,

overload or inefficiency may be caused, making it difficult for consumers(owners) to manage the

information related to all stages where practical transactions occur from manufacture/production,

through distribution, to supply.

So, the blockchain stores all the records related to entire transactions, but the summarized details

which consumers(owners) intended to verify with respect to products, authenticity of tangible/

intangible products, country of origin, accidents occurring in the distribution process or related

issues, are stored in the distributed data repository for quick access.

● 3.3.2.2 Distributed Data Repository Management Data

Data, which consumers(owners) intend to check among all transaction-related data stored within

the Ohwe Eco, are stored separately in Distributed Data Repository in the same way as IPFS, along

with the large-capacity data and data required under specific circumstances. However, details such

as purchase details and personal information of the trader are encrypted and stored.
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● 3.4 Ownership of OHWE Data

The ownership of the data generated within the Ohwe Eco is largely divided into 2 types. Such

data can be classified into data given to consumers(owners) in cases where transaction occurs

from the stage of manufacture/production and the data that can be accessed publicly.

The data given in entire transaction procedure can be accessed only by the person confirmed to

be involved in the transaction directly or indirectly. The data that can be accessed publicly are

subdivided into the data that can be verified even by non-participants as necessary in the Ohwe

Eco, and are stored in the form of IPFS on Distributed Data Repository to ensure quick processing.

However, it does not include personal information and sensitive information which shows the

summarized information related to production/manufacture, distribution/supply, and consumption.

● 3.4.1 Ownership of Data Recorded in Blockchain

Data on all transactions occurring in the Ohwe Eco, such as information related to transactions

occurring up to the stages of manufacture/production, distribution/ supply, and consumption by

consumers(owners), authenticity, accidents and related issues, etc., are recorded and stored in the

blockchain. This kind of data can be found in the blockchain layer.

● 3.4.2 Ownership of Data in Separate Distributed Data Repository 

The data recorded separately in the Distributed Data Repository is the data stored in the form of

IPFS, which can be accessed by those participating in Ohwe Eco, not participating directly,

according to the records stored. Ownership of this type of data is granted to the Ohwe platform

account of the owner. However, personal information or sensitive information on

owner(individual/company/Ohwe platform account holder that cannot be confirmed) is not

allowed to be accessed. As this kind of personal information or sensitive information, encrypted

separately for storage, cannot be accessed without approval of owner upon the request for access.

In addition, account holders have ownership of their data basically and also own the data that

they created.
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Coins are paid to the regular members whose proposals of products and services on the OHWE platform

have been adopted. The Company carries out market survey on products and services commodities to

announce the amount of funds needed for manufacture or OEM. The Company receives investment funds

from Ohwe Platform members in the form of Ohwecoin and procures the products through production

and OEM. These products and service commodities are sold with a certain quantity of embedded

Ohwecoin.

Those products and services are sold in domestic and overseas market through Ohwe Platform. The net

sales profit is distributed to Ohwecoin investors in the form of cash or Ohwecoin. This raises the future

value of Ohwecoin and contributes to Ohwecoin's virtuous cycle system, maximizing the utilization of Coin.
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Korea
MCN Creator 1
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4. ICO Roadmap
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Thank you.

The version of this White Paper is V 2.0.1
This White Paper is subject to revision, depending on the progress of project. Revision was not 
reflected in this White Paper. The Company will publish any revision of this White Paper on its 
website. 

V 2.0.1
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